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ENAiKOON telematics solution 
features
• logistical management of container vehicles

• management of container groups 

• management of various locations and customer groups

Determining hours of operation

• simple collection of hours of operation for:

 · drives and motors

 · hydraulic units 

 · temperatures

• real-time monitoring of maintenance intervals

Status messages for

• status “full”

• malfunction

• maintenance

• transport

Anti-theft system

• area monitoring with a geofence 

• G-force sensor to indicate unauthorised transport 

• alarm to indicate unauthorised use 

• remote shut-down in the event of misuse

Employee monitoring

• setailed evidence of which employee drove which 
container where 

• analysis of driving behavior 

• access control: only authorised staff can use the 
vehicles 

• work report for mobile staff 

• evaluation of vehicle log

• repair times per container

Container monitoring - 
saves time and reduces costs
We make sure your containers do not look like this. 

With ENAiKOON’s telematics modules, you can see 
where your containers are, their condition, and who 
transported them to their current location. You can also 
optimise transport routes and maintenance management. 
ENAiKOON’s telematics modules will send all relevant 
data to a server in almost real time. All you need to do to 
retrieve the data is go onlin and log in to the web portal.
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Container service
Complete management over containers, 
waste presses, and your entire fleet
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Patented location module 
revolutionizes container service
Installation of a telematics unit in containers and 
waste presses can often be costly and difficult. The 
size of the units usually leave little room for additional 
technology and hardware installations tend to not only be 
complicated, but also leaves the new unit exposed.

The new telematic device, ENAiKOON locate-60/61, 
elegantly solves this problem.

The exact GPS-position, the hours of operation and other 
vital data of the machine are available immediately, 
through information sent from the device. In addition, the 
telematics device is easily concealed inside your current 
plug.
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ENAiKOON’s telematics overview
• offering a large selection of different telematics 

modules, creating customised solutions for almost any 
possible application

• wireless communication in real-time so you always 
know what‘s going on

• powerful and secure web-based solution with:

 · no software installation required

 · data retrieval via any web browser or on your mobile 
phone

• automatic e-mail and text message reports for ease-of-use

• evaluations put you in the know: driver log-book, 
daily and weekly reports about individual drivers or 
equipment, break times, and speed profiles

Easy-to-use technology
• installation of the device within minutes

• maintenance-free operation with detailed manual

• hotline with local call charges

Useful add-ons
ENAiKOON driver-id

An inexpensive personal identification system, that can 
be used for myriad task including, but not limited to, 
attendance and allocation control.

• time recording and billing for mobile workers

• allocation control: identify who provided what service 
and with which vehicle

Mobile phone software inViu routes

If you re regularly on the road and want to keep an 
eye on things, we have the right software for Android, 
BlackBerry® and Windows® Mobile 6.5 phones.

ENAiKOON NFC-tracker

• allows tamper-proof data to be captured seamlessly for: 

 · working times 

 · activity reports

 · container inventory and movements

• equipping places of use and the container with NFC 
chip 

• mobile service staff equipped with NFC-capable mobile 
phone, and software inViu NFC-tracker

The self-contained telematic module 
for use in harsh enviroments
Containers without their own power supply need 
technology that works independently, for an extended 
period of time. The technology used must be durable and 
self sufficent and still send position reports.

With the telematic unit ENAiKOON locate-15, these 
problems are solved.

The tracking module ENAiKOON locate-15 has extremely 
long lasting batteries that allow for up to 10 years of 
operation sending one position report per day. If several 
position reports are needed per day than the operating 
life is accordingly reduced. The encapsulated potted 
version is also available for the toughest jobs.

“Made in Germany” quality you can trust


